What is the LipSync Contest?
The Madison Parks & Recreation LipSync Contest is a fun-filled event where people compete to be the best at
pretending to sing along to their favorite songs. Those aspiring to be the next Milli Vanilli should come out
and compete!
Due to a limited block of time at the event, the contestants will be chosen on a first-come, first-served basis.
So, be sure to sign up as soon as possible!

Contest Rules


There is no actual singing allowed in the LipSync Contest!



You may sign up as a Solo Act or a Group Act – One performance per person



Contestants must bring a phone (with required adaptors) or mp3 player with your music on it. The
sound must be a minimum of 2 minutes with a 4 minutes max!



If it’s longer than that, we’ll cut it off at the four-minute mark and the song just ends right there.



To better assist with sound, it is required that you have someone operate your phone/mp3 player and
they must stay with the sound crew right before and during your performance



All songs and performances must be in good taste!! Appropriate attire/costume must be worn during
entire performance.



Each act is responsible for providing their own props



No burlesque or obscene gestures, so keep it clean!

Judging Criteria and Notes


Originality & Creativity

10 Points per Judge



Appearance (costume, props, stage presence)

10 Points per Judge



Best Use of Theme (appearance matches song style)

10 Points per Judge



Lip Sync Ability

10 Points per Judge

In case of a tie, the act with the highest Lip Sync score will win!! All decisions by the
judges will be FINAL


Face the judges as much as possible while performing.



Dance, act, or get moving! Show us whatcha got!



Dress up, bring props, and be creative and confident! Make this memorable!
In case of a tie, the act with the highest Lip Sync score will win!!

